
Features

EFGP - Condenser Specifications

Refrigerant
R22

R407B
R407C
R134A
R404A
R507

Capacity Multiplier

1.00
0.95
0.93
0.975
0.989
0.989

Note:
Eden cannot guarantee performance of the condensers(capacities ratings, sound level etc),if non standard 
motors are used.
All condensers will be offerred in vertical air throw configuration.
All Fan Motors are using 400V/3Ph/50Hz.
* Sound pressure levels are measured in conformity to DIN 45635 and ISO 3744/3745.
* Sound pressure levels are shown in catalogue at a distance of 3m and 10m,under Inverse Square Laws.-
Sound pressure levels for 1m are at source.

G4 EDEN Jumbo
Air Cooled Condenser
Single Row Series

High quality powder coat finish to complement the 
aesthetic look
Advanced smart circuitry and double sine wave fin
technology designed to save input energy and maximize 
the coil performance
Low oil retention for better heat transfer coefficients
Discharge and liquid headers are built into the case 
design for added protection and safety
All fans are compartmented for better efficiency during 
fan cycling option
Standard 2 speed German fans motors are used. EC 
fans option are available, to maintain ideal discharge 
pressure and conserve electricity during low load 
condition
Low noise and environmental friendly

www.edensolution.com

Correction Factor Guideline

(Based on R22)

Connections(mm)

Inlet Outlet
Noise Level

Air Flow 
(m3/h)

Fan Data
Fan MotorModel

Capacity

No. of
Fan

800 mm

G
4JSR

.2208.V2.1



EFGP 1790.8 2 1

EFGP- Dimensions

* Packed Dimensions/Weight

Nomenclature   

Single row
No. of Fans
800 mm Fan Models
Capacities in kW at R22 15KTD(179kW)
Eden G4 Jumbo Condensers

Eden can accept no responsibility for possible errors in catalogues, brochures and other printed materials. Eden reserves the right to alter its products without notice. 

This also applies to products already on order provided that such alterations can be made without subsequential changes being necessary in specifications already agreed.
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Model
Size (mm) Weight

 (kg)*
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